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Source Four LED™ Fresnel
This is no ordinary Fresnel



From the stage to the studio and everywhere in between, you’ve 
never seen a Fresnel like this. Backed up by ETC’s Source Four®  
LED Series 2 light engine, it goes way beyond the capabilities of 
typical LED Fresnels.

A soft touch
The Source Four LED adapter produces light-washes with 
beautiful, soft edges. Its smooth light blends uniformly from one 
fixture to another, evenly illuminating any object or person.

A new frame of mind
The Fresnel lens uses the high-quality optics that ETC fixtures are 
known for. And you can frame and mold the light to meet your 
specifications using barn doors and third-party attachments.

Family ties
The Fresnel adapter is just one of many tools that make the Source 
Four LED Series 2 light engine so practical. Simply by swapping 
out the adapter, attachment or accessory, you can transform your 
Source Four LED Series 2 luminaire from a zoomable spotlight to  
a cyc light to a Fresnel or dozens of other fixture options. 

Pick your palette 
When paired with the Source Four LED Series 2 Lustr® color 
engine, the Source Four LED Fresnel delivers the most expansive 
range of bold colors you can get from an LED source. Used with 
the Tungsten HD light engine, the Fresnel’s light closely matches 
traditional tungsten lighting, with adjustable warm-white (2700 
to 4500K) light. And the Daylight HD light engine brings the feel 
of sunlight to your application, outputting tunable cool-white 
(4000 to 6500K) light. But the control doesn’t just stop at color 
temperature. You can further fine-tune the quality of the white 
light for the most accurate look.

Camera ready
A great tool for the stage, the Source Four LED Fresnel also 
outperforms other Fresnels designed for studio use. It’s brighter, 
with more precise optics, and the flicker-free function of the  
Lustr, Daylight HD and Tungsten HD light engines makes it a  
must-have for broadcast use.
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To learn more about the Source Four LED Fresnel and the rest of the  
Source Four LED Series 2 system, visit www.etcconnect.com/S4LEDSystem


